Connectable Aluminum Profiles

Connectable Aluminum Profiles
Our customers use our aluminum profiles for
building adustable moulds, as feet under
cabinets, PC tables, office dividers and walls,
large connectable exhibition stands...

For small or large project. Our connectable
aluminum profiles offers a rapid and stylish
solution, without welding, drilling, measuring
and refitting. The profiles have rails for
attaching the profiles to each other, and the
horizontal profiles have built in locks for fast
connection to upright poles.

ALUVERK is an easy help for making your
ideas become solutions.
Scale 1:1

40x40 ALU-4 pole with 3, 2, 2,
1rails and the combination
changes when the profile is
turned. M10 threads. Anodized
and weatherproof.

50x16 horizontal ”beam”
with locks in both ends.
Also rounded 90 degree.

40x40 ALU-8 with 8 rails in 45
degree angles. Excellent as singel
standing foot with multi functions.
M10 thread in one or both ends.
Black powder coating available.

30mm TUBE is a series connected
with fiber glass enforced corners
and plugs. Weatherproof, super
light structures. End plugs with
M10 threads available.

From simple, light-weight graphic frames from
TUBE series to complex constructions with
our ALU line profiles. Thanks to a wide scale
of standard parts, we can make also small
series very cost effective.
Our best developers are usually the
customers: The ”Could it be used like this?” moments are frequent, and it is always
thrilling to find new, fresh solutions that our
profiles can provide.

TUBE is constructed with weather proof ”plug-in” connectors.

Ever passed on events or exhibitions just
because it is so expensive? Well, with our
profiles you can make the participation easier,
cheaper and faster.
Connect the profiles and attach the walls. A
big exhibition stand, like the one on the
picture, fits in any station wagon. You don’t
need to bring a army of people to erect or
dismantle the stand - you can fix everything
by your self.
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The wall surfaces can be soft graphics or boards, as long as
the fit the 4mm rails.
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Ready made, tailored products with all that it
may include, from idea and 3D drawing to
cutting, drilling and combining the parts, to
end user friendly packing.
You can purchase our profiles in full 5 or 6 m
lengths, ask us to cut and prepare them to
your wishes, or contact us with a draft that we
will develop and turn into a ready product.
We do all aluminum milling in house.

There are very few areas where ALUVERK
profiles are not used. We have developed
systems for the smallest of scrubbers to office
interiors and production facilities.
Because it is so easy to create with ALU
profiles, you will rapidly find solutions that
saves you money and time. For sure!
ALU 50x16 beams connected to a ALU-8 pole.

”Imagine if there would be a floor standing
pole that could....” Yes, there is one, at least
the possibility to solve yur idea is there.
We combine our products with e.g. laser cut
plastics, wood details, VELCRO hook & loop,
magnets, yes anything really. Tell us your idea
and we will fix it!
MultiStand floor stands for anything you can think of.

Contact us and let us solve your construction
needs in a fast and affordable manner.
ALUVERK has produced tousands of stands,
walls and constructions for as many
customers. Rigid, stylish and rapid results
with our interlocking aluminum profiles.
ALUVERK is a part of TETRIX Ltd, founded
in 2006 and offices in Finland and Russia.
We export to all the Nordic countries.
”Lock and Go” ...it can not get any easier.
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ALU Ideas

Seling?

Gliders for fixing
fabrics

Transparent acrylic
window 2-4mm

Board or fabric as
wall surface
Adjustable
foot

Print?
8- or 4-way
ALU pole

Rigid door?
Angles

Shelves?

Sound proofing?

Pedestal for car body.

In-shop solution for motorcycle shop

Tailored desks, shelves and walls

Mobile dividers for hospitals, and other wheeled solutions.

Connectable Aluminum Profiles - call us already today!
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